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Making the grade 
on healthy hygiene 

A recent study found post-secondary 
students thrive in clean environments. Over 
90% of participants expressed that a clean 
environment helps them feel better. 

How academic institutions can practice and encourage healthy 
cleaning and hygiene
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https://www.cleaninginstitute.org/newsroom/releases/2022/do-college-students-make-grade-cleaning-3-4-feel-unprepared-clean-their-own
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“There is a correlation made public by ISSA 
between the well-being of student, staff and visitors 
within educational intuitions and cleanliness,” 
said Sam Whyte, the Director for Operations 
and Maintenance, Custodial Grounds, from 
Queen’s University. “So, we aim to provide healthy 
environments and healthy spaces to support 
research and student success. These things are 
crucial as students learn and study within our 
buildings.”
So, how can academic institutions enhance cleaning 
protocols to ensure students returning to campuses 
can thrive?
We sat down with Whyte to get a sneak peek 
into how educational institutions can practice and 
encourage healthy cleaning and hygiene.
1.  Optimize your resourcing
Don’t get caught short in cases where a lack 
of labour and product may affect your cleaning 
process. Avoid a last-minute rush to source product 
and recruit cleaning teams, and instead: 
• Stock up on cleaners that offer long-lasting 

surface protection technology to extend time 
between cleanings.

• Focus cleaning on high-touch surfaces and 
high-traffic areas.

• Optimize deep cleaning in your periodic and 
emergency response cleaning strategies to 
prevent against germs and more viral diseases. 

• Consider innovative and automated 
technologies to streamline cleaning processes. 
Equipment like auto-scrubbers and sweepers, 
and IoT platforms like WandaNEXTTM can 
ensure the facility is cleaned effectively, freeing 
up time for cleaning teams to focus on other 
tasks.

• Cross-train cleaning team members for a well-
rounded process. 

“Our team members are multi-trained and the tools 
that we use are available across campus in all 
buildings, so they’re standardized,” said Whyte, who 
recommended establishing programs that can be 
repeated at scale. 

“Standardization has become the backbone to an 
optimized delivery of services for us.”
At the height of the pandemic, enhanced cleaning 
requirements caused strain on resourcing labour. 
To combat these challenges, Queen’s University 
introduced six cleaning robots to keep up with new 
protocols.
“By transitioning to automated floor cleaners, we freed 
up our staff members to focus on more sensitive areas. 
These robots, or ‘co-bots’ as we call them, deliver huge 
efficiencies because they do the work of seven to eight 
people. They enable us to use less staff to deliver the 
enhanced service requirements. Having the robots 
clean the floor while the staff focused on disinfection 
made that possible.”
2.  Provide dependable access to paper towel and 
hygiene products
Dependable access to products like towels, tissues 
and napkins and product information can encourage 
effective hygiene.
• In an online study, 69% of participants reported 

that they preferred to use paper towels over air 
dryers in public washrooms. Take advantage of 
this preference and install high-capacity tissue and 
towel dispensers to reduce the frequency of refills.

• As many as 1 in 2 people do not wash their hands 
properly after using washroom facilities. Many 
studies have found paper towel products can 
remove excess bacteria left behind from improper 
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The Queen’s University campus is home to more than 37,000 
students and staff and is comprised of facilities that total five 
million square feet in size.
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https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20170711005083/en/New-Cintas-Survey-Shows-Consumers-Vastly-Prefer-Paper-Towels-in-Hand-Drying-Debate
https://academic.oup.com/ije/article/48/4/1204/5238107?login=false#140006738
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washing, while also drying hands faster and 
more efficiently to eliminate the spread of 
germs. Access to paper towel hygiene products 
helps reduce contamination of washrooms and 
other shared environments.

• Promote efficient cleaning practices and support 
students with posters, handouts, seminars 
or online content that provide step-by-step 
instructions and knowledge on proper cleaning 
methods. 

Ensuring reliable access to these products is the 
first step. Whyte suggested that refilling product 
should be part of the cleaning program and that 
providing advanced cleaning products can help 
elevate the effectiveness of cleaning to the next 
level.
“We made available a lot of paper-based wipes 
that’ve been pre-charged with disinfectants. They 
were everywhere and students had access to 
them,” said Whyte “It’s very important that students 
and staff feel comfortable in buildings and have 
access to what they need.”
3.  Ensure quality indoor air
Air pollutants like volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs) from cleaning chemicals, pollen, dust and 
pathogens are two to five times higher indoors. 
With the increased use of cleaning products from 
cleaning teams, re-evaluating the quality of indoor 
air has become important to creating a well-rounded 
cleaning process and a healthier facility.
• Air purifiers can remove up to 99.998% of 

airborne pollutants. To get the most out of a 
purifier, look for a system that employs multiple 
filters to remove multiple types of pollutants 
from the air.

• Consider introducing air purifiers to high-traffic 
spaces like lecture halls and libraries. Purifiers 
with a high air flow rate is ideal for congregate 
spaces to ensure that the air is cleaned multiple 
times an hour. 

According to Whyte indoor air quality is quickly 
becoming a priority for all institutions.
“Queen’s completed a study on the air exchanges 

per room across campus, especially in classrooms and 
learning spaces,” said Whyte. “Where necessary, we 
introduced additional HEPA filters to ensure we have 
agreeable level of air exchanges to keep our rooms 
healthy and useable for all students and staff.”
To hear more about how Queen’s University continues 
to implement innovative cleaning practices, watch the 
full interview with Sam Whyte here.
Ready to create a clean and healthy environment 
on your campus? Our Cleaning & Hygiene experts 
can recommend professional products or survey 
your facility!
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https://www.epa.gov/report-environment/indoor-air-quality
https://youtu.be/BadXrFQ3viU
https://youtu.be/BadXrFQ3viU
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Turn over a new leaf!
Fall cleaning essentials

REGARD® Eco-Melt 
Ice Melt

Diversey EP88 Caprice 
Neutralizer and Salt 
Remover

Scott Control Moisturizing 
Hand and Body Lotion

JADETM 2.0 by Surgically 
Clean Air

Did you know that icy conditions 
cause over 9000 slip and fall 
injuries every winter season? 
Don’t slip-up this winter - stock 
up on REGARD’s® Eco-Melt 
Ice Melt! 
Combat build-up of ice with this 
fast-acting ice melt. The free-
flowing granules allow for easy 
spreading and their bright blue 
colour ensures that you don’t 
use more than you need. Perfect 
for temperatures below 0°C, 
this ice melt will clear pathways 
down to -24°C.

Cleaning floors and matting 
has never been easier! Get rid 
of the salt stains and residue 
with Diversey’s EP88 Caprice 
Neutralizer and Salt Remover. 
This dual action and easy-to-
use detergent will lift residue 
to the surface making it easy 
to both neutralize and clean 
your floors. Add the EP88 
Caprice to your floor cleaning 
program to combat a variety 
of stains, including salt and 
calcium deposits, or use it as a 
neutralizer for high pH carpet 
cleaning.

With winter weather comes 
cold air and dry skin. Help keep 
hands moisturized with Scott 
Control Moisturizing Hand and 
Body Lotion.
To counter the drying effects of 
frequent handwashing and cold 
air, this lotion is formulated with 
conditioners and moisturizers 
like glycerine and Vitamin E. 
Provide a soothing moisturizing 
experience with this non-greasy 
and fresh scented skincare 
product.

Take a breath of fresh air with 
Surgically Clean Air’s JADE™ 
2.0. This revolutionary indoor 
air purifier removes 99.998% 
of pathogens from the air at a 
whisper quiet level.
JADE™ 2.0’s multi-step filtration 
system eliminates particles 
down to 0.0025 microns in size. 
Indoor air is drawn through the 
pre-filter then passes through 
four steps of filtration to ensure 
that cleaner, healthier air is 
expelled at the end. Breathe 
easier knowing your facilities’ 
have Surgically Clean air!

Manufacturer Code: 
35362

Manufacturer Code: 
SCA100C

Manufacturer Code:
235325001

Manufacturer Code:
30000003
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Winter tips for floors
Protecting floors from winter damage

Ice melt and rock salt are essential to preventing slips and falls, but 
tracking it into your facility can permanently damage floors. Give floors 
extra attention this winter season to avoid damage such as: 

Be kind to your floors this winter - invest in proven 
floor care products designed to work together. The 
REGARD® Floor Care Bundle includes a powerful 
stripper and a durable floor finish to leave floors 
clean and protected while looking their very best! 

Right now for a limited time receive a free pail of 
Arctic Blast Floor Stripper with the purchase of 
three pails of Northern Glo Durable Floor Finish.

Order your REGARD® Floor Care Bundle and 
contact us to book a free application demo, today!

1. Dirt and Stains
Ice melt and rock salts that are made of calcium chloride may leave a film on the floor that collects 
dirt from outside. Combat dirt and film build-up with regular maintenance and the right floor care 
products.

2. Scratches
Floor finish is resistant to rock salt, but not impervious to it. Rock salt accelerates the wear and 
tear of your floors and can lead to minor scratches. Ensure that rock salt is removed from floors 
promptly and residue is washed away with the appropriate product.

3. Removed or Worn-down Finish
Scratches resulting from uncleared rock salt will allow the salt and moisture to penetrate the floor’s 
finish, leaving it dull and damaged. If not cleaned properly, salt residue will eat away at the floor 
finish and leave the floor susceptible to soaking up other substances that may cause even more 
damage. Use the right neutralizer to remove rock salt and salt film without affecting the floor finish 
or surface.

4. Drying Out
The core element of rock salt is its ability to pull moisture and it will continue to pull moisture when 
brought into the floors of your facility. This may cause flooring materials to dry out and result in 
significant damage that may even require complete replacement.
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https://bunzlch.ca/products/regard-floor-care-demo/
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The cleaning industry gathered in Chicago earlier 
this month for ISSA Show North America 2022, 
the largest industry trade show of the year. 
Organized by the worldwide cleaning industry’s 
leading trade association, ISSA used the event to 
introduce its newly elected 2023 ISSA Board of Directors, 
which included Bunzl Cleaning & Hygiene’s Vice President, Brock Tully.

The new Canadian 
voice at ISSA
Brock Tully elected to the 2023 ISSA Board 
of Directors as the new Canadian Director
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What do you hope to contribute to the ISSA 
Board of Governors?

BT: First and foremost, a view of our industry 
through a Canadian lens.  There are many 
parallels between how the industry operates 
on either side of the border, but there are also 
significant differences. As the lone Canadian 
board member, my focus will be to bring a unique 
Canadian perspective.

The board is made up representatives from all 
areas of our industry - cleaning, manufacturing 
and distribution. With a deep understanding of 
the distribution industry, I will bring experience 
and fresh perspectives to help ISSA achieve its 
broader goals of changing the way the world views 
cleaning.

Finally, I have a healthy passion for innovative 
solutions, particularly those focused on driving 
labour efficiency.  Our industry is challenged with 
labour shortage and is actively searching for 
solutions that drive enhanced labour utilization. 
This is critical to the health and success of our 
industry and I am excited to help navigate ISSA in 
this regard.

What excites you about representing the 
Canadian market on the global stage?

BT: My responsibility as a Board Member is of 
course to represent the cleaning industry, rather 
than specifically represent Bunzl Cleaning & 
Hygiene. That is an important distinction. However, 
my election to the Board presents a wonderful 
opportunity to network with amazing people 
within our industry across North America and the 
world.  Having direct exposure to the latest and 
greatest thought leadership in our industry is a 
great opportunity to learn. It’s my responsibility 

The Value of Clean

The Value of Clean is a key ISSA initiative – What 
does the Value of Clean mean to you?

BT: As I’ve grown up in the industry, the value of 
clean has evolved.  Cleaning for appearance was 
the dominant approach in most industry verticals 
outside of the obvious, like acute care.  However, this 
has dramatically changed due to the pandemic.  We 
now see a focus on cleaning for health and hygiene 
in virtually all environments, including schools, retail 
locations, recreation centres - even at home.  This is 
not likely to change any time soon, with the long-term 
care (LTC) sector representing a prime example. 
We’ve all heard the horror stories about the COVID 
challenges in this space, with many of us having 
experienced them first hand with loved ones left 
infected and isolated.  As an industry leading expert 
distributor, Bunzl can assist our clients in addressing 
the evolving needs in this sector and others.  

As a member of the ISSA Board of Directors, I can 
ensure that adequate focus is being placed on the 
most vulnerable areas, such as LTC and senior 
living cleaning standards, and that our industry is 
promoting our place in providing lifesaving solutions.

As leader of the largest specialist supplier of 
cleaning and hygiene products, equipment and 
training in Canada, Tully is well positioned to 
present an effective voice for the industry. We 
spoke to Tully to learn more about the unique 
perspectives he brings to the organization and 
what priorities he intends to focus on in his first 
term on the ISSA Board of Governors.

to understand what best-in-class practices are being 
used by our global ISSA members, and bring them 
home to share and promote with fellow Canadian 
members.
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Tork Peakserve Towels and Dispensers
Bring the towel dispenser system in your facility to 
the next level with Tork Peakserve Towels and high-
capacity dispensers. Built for space saving, easy 
reloading and longevity, the Peakserve Dispenser 
ensures a smoother and quicker dispensing 
experience for your guests and more efficient servicing 
by your team. 

This unique hand towel system helps reduce 
consumption and increase hygiene with a one-at-a-
time dispensing system. Compressed towels offer a 
higher capacity system with over 250% more hand 
towels per refill and are easy to top-up at any time, 
saving you time, money and increasing efficiency in 
your facility. Spend less time refilling and more time 
focused on enhanced cleaning with this fast and 
efficient duo.

Cleaning
made easy. 
Innovations to save time, money and labour

Contact our cleaning and hygiene experts 
to elevate the towel dispensing system in 
your facility!

Nacecare 244NX Compact Scrubber
Leave the scrubbing to your new, efficient friend. 
Nacecare’s 244NX Compact Scrubber is a powerful 
floor cleaner built to remove dust and dirt from your 
floors in a single pass. By delivering the perfect 
amount of water between the powerful rotating 
brushes, ensure that floors are cleaner and drier than 
with traditional mopping.

This easy-to-use scrubber is designed with a fully 
adjustable handle, colour-coded touch points, an 
easy to remove tank and park-up mode which allows 
you to set aside the scrubber to move obstacles out 
of the way. Save 70% on labour costs and 80% on 
water usage while keeping the floors clean with 
ease – pick up a 244NX Compact Scrubber today.

Ready to clean your floors with ease? Ask us 
for a demonstration today.
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Catch up on the grand opening of 
the new Bunzl Cleaning & Hygiene 
facility in Edmonton and our 
innovation showcase in Kingston. 

Edmonton Grand Opening

On September 15, 2022, Bunzl Cleaning & 
Hygiene welcomed a brand new, state-of-the-
art facility to its roster with a grand opening 
celebration. Festivities began with a grand 
opening ceremony, followed by a vendor 
showcase featuring 15 brilliant vendors, product 
innovations and tours of the new facility. Visitors 
closed off the day with lunch from Edmonton’s 
premier food truck, the Smokehouse BBQ. 

Missed out 
on our 
events? 
No problem!

Kingston 
Innovation 
Showcase
On September 21,2022 our Kingston 
location opened its doors and hosted 
an innovation showcase to exhibit 
the latest and greatest in cleaning 
and hygiene solutions. Visitors had 
a chance to meet industry-leading 
vendors, take part in product 
demonstrations and relax with 
catered lunches.

Don’t miss out on any future events 
– stay up to date about upcoming 
events on our social media 
platforms and sign up on our site to 
receive information and details! 

Download your 
copy today!

Keep an eye out on our social media to 
ensure you don’t miss another event!
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bunzlch.ca/lets-connect/
1-866-512-8695
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